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Motivation

DNN achieved big 
improvements (see 
Mauro’s talk on 
Monday)

• However, many 
physics analysis 
sensitivity limited by 
systematics 
uncertainties that are 
caused by a data and 
simulation difference

• Try ML methods to 
mitigate the 
differences
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Tagging uncertainties, label i and features x

Tagger,
i.e. likelihood

Detector response What we want to learn

What we see ignoring labels

from one hadronic elementary particle that was produced in the collision of
the parton of the protons. The classification task is to identify the type of the
original hadronic particle. Results are presented for full realistic simulation
in [14, 15] by the CMS [3] collaboration (our previous work) and many studies
in simplified simulation done [8, 1, 10, 12, 9, 4].
A main concern that remains is the fact that the above are typically trained
on simulation. While the LHC experiments have very good simulation, the
residual differences are of major importance as an excellent calibration of
the classifiers is essential for the measurements of physics constants. The
uncertainty on the calibration is often referred to as an systematic uncertainty
in high energy physics measurements. The aim of the paper is to provide
a recipe to reduce this uncertainty that originates from real data (target
domain) and simulation (source domain) differences and to improve the real
data performance.
First we try to formulate the problem more precisely. We are interested in
the probability of a label i given the data x, i.e. the likelihood. This can be
rewritten as:

p(i|x) =
p(x|i)p(i)

p(x)
=

p(x|i)p(i)
!

j p(x|j)p(j)
, (1)

where p(i) is the prior of the labels. While p(i|x) depends on p(i) and p(x|i),
both are independent of each other and p(i|x). This motivates to discuss the
adaptation problem in two adaptation problems. A label shift, namely that
pS(i) ̸= pT (i) and what we refer to as response shift pS(x|i) ̸= pT (x|i), as this
represents the detector response of the experiments. We do have simulation
to sample from these distributions and use deep learning to estimate p(i|x)
or at least a good discriminating score related to p(i|x). Due to the high
dimensionality and complexity of the problem it is difficult to estimate p(x|i).
In the following we will estimate both pT (x|i) and pT (x|i) simultaneously.

1.1 Off the shelf domain adaptation

There has been extensive work on unsupervised domain adaptation for deep
neural networks. Most unsupervised domain adaptation methods, aim to
find a feature representation M with pS(M) ∼ pT (M), examples are [2, 6,
17, 11, 16, 18, 7, 13]. In [6] an intermediate representation M is trained
such that the source and target domain have similar distributions, while still
keeping information with good separation power between the different labels.
The neural network is split after a few layers and the intermediate features
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We only have p(x)	in data and simulation
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Decrease data and simulation differences

Typically we derive a correction d as we can observe  
p(x)sim ~	p(x)data

d(x)	same for data and simulation:
• Reduces impact of disagreeing features

d(x)sim for simulation only:
• Corrects label integrated features to data

d(x,i)sim for simulation only conditional on i
• Has the potential to lead to full data 

simulation agreement 

Show some work in progress on a) and c) type

a)

b)

c)
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Delphes details for b-tagging study

A CMS-Delphes sample with ~ 500k ttbar & QCD jets 

Inputs:
• 2D and 3D impact parameter significance
• Relative transverse momentum
• Transverse momentum correlation
• Parallel component of  transverse momentum

Smeared 
• Increase track impact 

parameter resolution 2 in 
Delphes in “data”

Ø The most important features 
are smeared by the same 
amount

Scaled 
• Scaled by factor 1.2 3D impact 

parameters of  b-jets in 
“simulation”

Ø Half  of  the most important 
features are changed
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Domain adaptation: simulation and data 

Good samples 
with labels for 
training a 
classifier

Source domain (sim) Target domain (data)

User samples to 
apply the training, 
no labels available

http://jmlr.org/papers/volume17/15-239/15-239.pdf

• Built intermediate features x for which data and simulation are hard to 
distinguish (type a)

• Use adversarial loss to ensure data and simulation similarity
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Accuracy for gradient reversal

Alternate between 
training only the data 
simulation classifier 
and the full NN

Smeared and scaled

The accuracy for data improves a lot by using “data” labels
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Performance for gradient reversal

• ”Data” loss becomes better and closer to simulation
• Performance between data and simulation much closer
• Data performance better

Smeared and scaled
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Performance for gradient reversal

• Data performance almost reaches data on data training 
performance

• MC moves significantly towards data. Differences almost 
negligible

Scaled only
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Performance for gradient reversal

• Data only slightly improves by using “data” labels
• Performance between data and simulation equal at 0.1%
• Data performance simulation above 1% fake rate at worse 

at 0.1% 

Smeared only
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What if p(i)	is uncertain as well

we could determine the pdf data, yet in practice that is often not the case.
Without knowledge of the label fraction we can determine 2 two dimensional
vector space of solution pdf data′.

pdf data
t

′ = pdf data
t + α′(pdf data

t − pdf data
f ) (16)

pdf data
f

′ = pdf data
f + β ′(pdf data

t − pdf data
f ) (17)

(18)

p(x|i)w(i)p(i)
(19)

weightedloss =

!

w(i)loss
!

w(i)
(20)

The two unknows are α′ and β ′, all pdf data′ fulfill the equation 5. Subtrac-
tion two pdf data′s gives the shape of pdf data

t − pdf data
f . To technically get

two pdf data′ one can assuming different (and wrong) fs and determine the
according pdf data′s . Now we still do not know pdf data

t or the correction
pdft = pdfMC

t + δpdfMC
t . Indeed, even pdft is not well defined, it is a random

pick at this point out of the pdf ′
t. We can use the pdfMC

t to pick the ”correct”
pdfs from pdf ′

t. For each pdf ′
t it is possible to determine a correction toe the

pdfMC
t , as both distributions are known. This correction can be split into

two part. One that is necessary to change the pdfMC
t to a distribution of pdf ′

t

and a second to change the label fraction.

pdf ′
t = pdfMC

t + δpdfMC
t + α′(pdf data

t − pdf data
f ) (21)

pdf ′′
t = pdfMC

t + δpdfMC
t + α′′(pdf data

t − pdf data
f ) (22)

... (23)

(24)

Now we can define actually dfine pdft as the pdf ′
t with α = 0, i.e. the one

where we only apply a correction to the simulation to match the data, but
without any further label rotation. This correction is common to all distribu-
tion corrections. In the above equation we only unknown are αs and δpdfMC

t .
For each new equation we only get a single new parameter, but each equtions
expresses a distributions, i.e. many measurements. Thus we can fit the αs
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weighted	loss

Reweight prior

input i
wsim

This mitigates negative effect wrong simulated label fraction (or nuisance parameters)  

NN

no adv. noss grad. rev. adv grad. rev. adv. 
with label stift

grad. rev. adv. 
with label shift 
and w estimate

0.91 0.94 0.89 0.94
AUC

Works in simple toy example, work in progress for b-tagging 
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What if  we have more than on data sample?
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Apply conditional corrections which keep 
data simulation similar (type c)

The data pdf is a linear combination of the conditional pdf 
for the label to be true or false

If we have more than one sample with different f, we can 
determine the shape of the difference between the 
conditional pdfs

Problem: we do not precisely know fs and thus not b

Where Dji is the likelihood ratio p(x|j)
p(x|i) , i.e. the likelihood ratio to be rather

j than i.
just to latex formulars for talk and paper

Dj data sample j
fj fraction of truth label in j pdft and pdff are the probability functions of
the truth and false (e.g. b or not b)

If for example, two samples, in data are available with different label
fractions, than this can be used to improve data and simulation performance
further. If we would now the true pdf for the two label for the discriminator
distribution (pdf data

t and pdf data
f ) , the following equations holds true:

Dj = Nj(fjpdf
data
t + (1− fj)pdf

data
f ) (5)

(6)

pdf data
j = fjpdf

data
true + (1− fj)pdf

data
false = pdf data

false + f(pdf data
true − pdf data

false) (7)

(8)

(9)

Where Dj are the data samples j, fj label fractions in sample j and Nj

the number of examples in sample j. If we would now the label fraction,
we could determine the pdf data, yet in practice that is often not the case.
Without knowledge of the label fraction we can determine 2 two dimensional
vector space of solution pdf data′.

pdf data
t

′ = pdf data
t + α′(pdf data

t − pdf data
f ) (10)

pdf data
f

′ = pdf data
f + β ′(pdf data

t − pdf data
f ) (11)

(12)

The two unknows are α′ and β ′, all pdf data′ fulfill the equation 5. Subtrac-
tion two pdf data′s gives the shape of pdf data

t − pdf data
f . To technically get

two pdf data′ one can assuming different (and wrong) fs and determine the
according pdf data′s . Now we still do not know pdf data

t or the correction
pdft = pdfMC

t + δpdfMC
t . Indeed, even pdft is not well defined, it is a random

pick at this point out of the pdf ′
t. We can use the pdfMC

t to pick the ”correct”
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Where Dji is the likelihood ratio p(x|j)
p(x|i) , i.e. the likelihood ratio to be rather

j than i.
just to latex formulars for talk and paper

Dj data sample j
fj fraction of truth label in j pdft and pdff are the probability functions of
the truth and false (e.g. b or not b)

If for example, two samples, in data are available with different label
fractions, than this can be used to improve data and simulation performance
further. If we would now the true pdf for the two label for the discriminator
distribution (pdf data

t and pdf data
f ) , the following equations holds true:

Dj = Nj(fjpdf
data
t + (1− fj)pdf

data
f ) (5)

(6)

pdf data
j = fjpdf

data
true + (1− fj)pdf

data
false = pdf data

false + f(pdf data
true − pdf data

false) (7)

(8)

pdf data
j − pdf data

i = β(pdf data
true − pdf data

false) (9)

(10)

pdf data
true = pdf data

j γtrue(pdf
data
j − pdf data

i ) (11)

pdf data
false = pdf data

j γfalse(pdf
data
j − pdf data

i ) (12)

(13)

Where Dj are the data samples j, fj label fractions in sample j and Nj

the number of examples in sample j. If we would now the label fraction,
we could determine the pdf data, yet in practice that is often not the case.
Without knowledge of the label fraction we can determine 2 two dimensional
vector space of solution pdf data′.

pdf data
t

′ = pdf data
t + α′(pdf data

t − pdf data
f ) (14)

pdf data
f

′ = pdf data
f + β ′(pdf data

t − pdf data
f ) (15)

(16)

6
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Best fit regularization

Where Dji is the likelihood ratio p(x|j)
p(x|i) , i.e. the likelihood ratio to be rather

j than i.
just to latex formulars for talk and paper
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distribution (pdf data
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Dj = Nj(fjpdf
data
t + (1− fj)pdf

data
f ) (5)

(6)

pdf data
j = fjpdf

data
true + (1− fj)pdf

data
false = pdf data

false + f(pdf data
true − pdf data

false) (7)

(8)

pdf data
j − pdf data

i = β(pdf data
true − pdf data

false) (9)

(10)

pdf data
true = pdf data

j γtrue(pdf
data
j − pdf data

i ) (11)

pdf data
false = pdf data

j γfalse(pdf
data
j − pdf data

i ) (12)

(13)

Where Dj are the data samples j, fj label fractions in sample j and Nj

the number of examples in sample j. If we would now the label fraction,
we could determine the pdf data, yet in practice that is often not the case.
Without knowledge of the label fraction we can determine 2 two dimensional
vector space of solution pdf data′.

pdf data
t

′ = pdf data
t + α′(pdf data

t − pdf data
f ) (14)

pdf data
f

′ = pdf data
f + β ′(pdf data

t − pdf data
f ) (15)

(16)
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We can reformulate the problem as determining gtrue and gfalse

• We need a clever regularization that picks the right gs
• Assuming the simulation is a reasonable approximation 

we can choose:

We use the solution that best fits (in a c2 sense) the 
simulation

Where Dji is the likelihood ratio p(x|j)
p(x|i) , i.e. the likelihood ratio to be rather

j than i.
just to latex formulars for talk and paper

Dj data sample j
fj fraction of truth label in j pdft and pdff are the probability functions of
the truth and false (e.g. b or not b)

If for example, two samples, in data are available with different label
fractions, than this can be used to improve data and simulation performance
further. If we would now the true pdf for the two label for the discriminator
distribution (pdf data

t and pdf data
f ) , the following equations holds true:

Dj = Nj(fjpdf
data
t + (1− fj)pdf

data
f ) (5)

(6)

pdf data
j = fjpdf

data
true + (1− fj)pdf

data
false = pdf data

false + f(pdf data
true − pdf data

false) (7)

(8)

pdf data
j − pdf data

i = β(pdf data
true − pdf data

false) (9)

(10)

pdf data
true = pdf data

j γtrue(pdf
data
j − pdf data

i ) (11)

pdf data
false = pdf data

j γfalse(pdf
data
j − pdf data

i ) (12)

(13)

(pdf data
true − pdf sim

true)
2

pdf sim
true

(14)

(15)

Where Dj are the data samples j, fj label fractions in sample j and Nj

the number of examples in sample j. If we would now the label fraction,
we could determine the pdf data, yet in practice that is often not the case.
Without knowledge of the label fraction we can determine 2 two dimensional
vector space of solution pdf data′.

6
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Best fit regularization

• True correction to simulation and the label shift
• High correlation between label shift and correction to b-jets

Anti-correlation 
Due to bin 
migration

Peak from 
lights
jets
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ROC with corrected simulation

Picking the correction according to best fit regularization 
yielded good correction.

2 x smearing
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ROC with corrected simulation

Picking the correction according to best fit regularization 
yielded reasonable correction.

2 x smearing + scale 1.2
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Summary

We looked at a simple b-tagging example and tried tools to mitigate data 
simulation differences and improve 

1. Using gradient reversal for DA some improvement was observed
2. Extended DA method to simultaneously estimate known and modeled 

nuisance parameters and fraction
3. Showed a regularization that picks the closest solution to simulation that 

matches data in case of  several datasets

In this setting data and simulation disagreement reduced significantly and 
improved data performance. 


